Talentscale Beefs Up Business Development Team, Promotes to Recruiting
Team and Opens Aperture with New Service Offering
LAS VEGAS, NV – June 23, 2020: Talentscale, Inc. announced the promotion of
three personnel to Business Development (BD) and Recruiting roles as well as an
additional service offering.
In the Spring, Talentscale was awarded a Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR)
Kits, Recovery, Augmentation, Components and Engines (KRACEn) indefinitedelivery, indefinite-quantity (IDIQ) multiple award contract (MAC). As a result of
this contract win and an increased emphasis on the pursuit of long-range capture
targets in the federal contracting space, Talentscale has actively recruited from
within to build greater Business Development Lifecycle capability in pursuit of task
orders associated with the new contract vehicle as well as unrelated long-term
capture targets as both a prime and subcontractor.
Eric Khassanov Called Up to BD to Lead Newly Added Engineering Services
Offering
Talentscale is pleased to announce that it will provide
Engineering Services Starting in Q3-2020 as part of its offering.
As Director of Business Development, Engineering Services,
Eric Khassanov will lead all Business Development efforts for
Talentscale. Eric has been a Senior Recruiter with Talentscale’s
Recruiting team for over a year and is a proud Veteran United
States Marine Corps C-130 Airframes Mechanic with seven
additional years of experience in the Staffing industry, with STS and PDS prior to
joining the Talentscale team.
“Talentscale has historically been a provider of touch labor to the aviation and
aerospace industries in support of aircraft maintenance, modification and
manufacturing efforts. Though Talentscale has provided some engineering staff
augmentation services in the past, we have identified Engineering Services as a
growth area that Eric will own and grow. The move into this market makes sense,
due to the inherent and constant need for engineering of some sort on all aviation
programs; especially aircraft modification programs. It only makes sense for
Talentscale to meet these needs as well”, explained Aaron Gill, Talentscale’s VP of
Aircraft Services & Programs.

Chris Glaze to Lead Staffing Services Business Development Function
As part of the increased BD focus, Talentscale is pleased to
announce the promotion of Chris Glaze to the role of Director of
Business Development, Staffing Services. In this role, Chris
will be responsible for all BD efforts specific to contract and
contract to hire staffing services for Talentscale. Chris has been
with Talentscale as a National Aviation Recruiter for nearly one
year and is a Veteran of the United States Air Force, where he
served as an Aircraft Hydraulics Specialist. Prior to joining the Talentscale team,
Chris worked for companies such as ST Engineering and Reliance Aerotech
Services.
“Chris is an extremely knowledgeable and approachable aviation professional with
a knack for being able to establish and maintain meaningful relationships with just
about anyone. I look forward to having Chris lead all BD efforts specific to Staffing
Services and watching him continue to maintain our existing business base as well
as add to it”, stated Aaron Gill.
Josh Poldrugo Promoted to National Aviation Recruiter
With Khassanov and Glaze both moving into Business
Development leadership roles, Talentscale is pleased to
announce the promotion of Josh Poldrugo to National Aviation
Recruiter! Josh has been working as a Sourcing Specialist
behind the scenes as part of the Talentscale family for a few
months now. He has a solid general knowledge of the recruiting
process from receipt of a customer need to candidate submission
and has become intimately familiar with what it takes to find the perfect candidate
that meets all customer requirements in support of the Talentscale Recruiting team.
We look for big things from Josh in his new role. Additionally, Talentscale is
actively working to add to the Recruiting team in order to respond to the greater
workload that will be created by the new BD team.
About Talentscale
Talentscale, Inc. is a Service-Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business (SDVOSB)
that provides Staff Augmentation Services as well as Engineering and Technical
Services to the aviation and aerospace industries in support of aircraft maintenance,
modification and manufacturing efforts. Since being founded in 2008, the
company’s focus has been on the sourcing and placement of skilled Veterans on a
contract, contract to hire, and/or direct hire basis across a wide range of skill sets in

support of government and commercial aircraft maintenance, modification and
manufacturing programs.
Please direct all inquiries specific to this press release to info@talentscale.com.

